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#IAMNOT4SALE SONG CHALLENGE
https://youtu.be/5VespVcRsg0

STRONG
https://youtu.be/ZU5GxK1BW9c

Better Days
https://youtu.be/lAUfkn21MhQ

No Friendz
https://youtu.be/F3yw2Kaz2Is

Most High
https://youtu.be/hqeDvYHROfQ

More Love in the Street
https://youtu.be/Zub_L1JIhY4

J’ai pas de bling bling
https://youtu.be/Z0oPdZw_lsA
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The inspiration for this project STRONG is based on my daily life and is a reflection of my experiences and blessings 
with the people around me, my friends and my family. I believe that we are witnessing some challenging time where 
poverty is enforced, where ignorance prevails and where there is a conspiracy to oppress, rob and degrade.  I used my 
music as a platform to stay strong mentally, emotionally and physically. STRONG is a self reflection of my journey 
where I can express and share my pain, my anger, my frustrations and share my uplifting visions. 

A staggering one in three women have experienced physical or sexual violence in their lifetime. S.RISE worked in 
collaboration with Baggage Handlers Counselling Service to raise awareness around Domestic Violence issues 
and Mental Health issues.  The video of his song Better Days highlight the issues and explore interventions work to 
prevent violence; from community mobilisation to change social norms to holistic option such as counselling for the 
victim. 

S.RISE wrote and sang the signature song for #iamnot4sale song challenge campaign, promoted by Red 
Entertainment and Afro Culture. The campaign encourages artists to sing against slavery. S.RISE is also proactively 
working to prevent migrants from using the illegal route to Libya known as the “backway”, by supporting initiatives on 
the ground.

S.RISE career as a solo artist began in 2010 with the release of his debut single ‘Pas de Bling Bling’. The song received 
positive reviews and a demand for more. With a broadened palette of production S.RISE began forming his own 
identity drawing from Afro-caribbean artists; Kassav, Jean Michel Rotin and Zouk Machine, along with traditional 
eggae from the likes of Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Gregory Isaac. S.RISE also acquired a strong influence from 

american 90’s Hip-Hop through culture defining artists such as Wu-Tang and Public Enemy. S.RISE is a strong 
advocate for live instrumentation in his performances. The energy provided by his band, Maximum High helps enhance 
the performance and set the tone for S.RISE higher standard.

What unifies S.RISE influences is the importance of lyrics and storytelling. Each song is a testament of life and the 
controversies that ‘he, we and they’ encounter through life in; relationships, political injustice and acts of violence. 
S.RISE songs are a reflection on the search for unity and camaraderie emphasised through the combination of 
English, French and Kreyol.
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Charity Work 

#IAMNOT4SALE SONG CHALLENGE

ay into the Music Business

Lyrical Consciousness

S.RISE is a singer and songwriter from Guadeloupe. His stage name is a reflection of his conscious lyricism and 
lifestyle. His powerful and distinctive voice combined with an energetic and vibrant performance has been known to 
thrust the crowd into frenzy. He wrote one of his most popular song “Most High” on the dreamland riddim alongside 
legendary artists including Capleton, Sizzla and Frankie Paul.
In 2017  S.RISE brought some firing performance at the biggest reggae festival in Gambia ,"GAMBI FEST" alongside "I 
wayne " and "Gage ".

In  2018 S.RISE opened up for Kalash sold out show in London and for Etana in Guadeloupe. S.RISE also performed 
live at Noting Hill Carnival - Europe biggest street festival. S.RISE  returned to Guadeloupe on the 8th December 
where he supported some of the greatest bashment artists, including MOVADO/KALASH/ASA BANTON at LIV'my 
MUSIC event.

Heir Born Legacy is a collection of independent musicians and a music manager that have taken their careers into 
their own hands. The title 'Heir Born Legacy' derives from their emphatic belief that successful, fulfilling careers in 
music is their legacy and their destinies so THEY are responsible for making it happen.

HEIR BORN LEGACY
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OPENING ACT FOR 
KALASH - LONDON (AUG/2018)  ETANA- GUADELOUPE (AUG/2018) 

ASa BANTON & MAVADO - GUADELOUPE (DEC/2018)

kalash opening act  (06/18)

https://youtu.be/fYD0Vm8cQtQ

S.RISE & ONE THE BAND live at St Pancreas (04/18)

https://youtu.be/-SOLak7KBqs

S.RISE AND FRIENDS - HOOTANANNY  (07/18)

https://youtu.be/ndkjInYhDok

LIVE 
PERFORMANCE



 Le Commencement Live Suite Dreamland Riddim More Love In The Street

The Melting Mix On Sel Fanmi Strong I am Winning

Summer Mix Tape

DISCOGRAPHY



03.12.2017

CARIBBEAN UNITED
LONDON

21.06.2017

BIMA MUSIC DAY
GUADELOUPE

28.10.2017

R ASA JAH & FRIENDS
PARIS

15.09.2017

AFRO- CULTURE
MARSEILLES

09.12.2017

GAMBI FEST
GAMBIA

02.09.2016

ONE LOVE FESTIVAL
LONDON

04.02.2018

#IAMNOT4SALE
LONDON

21.04.2018

#IAMNOT4SALE
GAMBIA

25.03.2018

#IAMNOT4SALE
PARIS

19.05.2018

HAITI FLAG DAY
LONDON

21.06.2018

BIMA MUSIC DAY
GUADELOUPE

05.07.2018

S.RISE & FRIENDS - HOOTANANNY
LONDON

20.07.2018

IT’S A LONDON THING
LONDON

26.10.2018

SOUTH OF THE RIVER
LONDON

01.12.2018

HEIR BORN LEGACY
LONDON

EVENTS

21.12.2018

JAMES ROSS HUNTER 
YOUTH SUPPORT GET TOGETHER

LONDON

08.12.2018

LIVE MAVADO
GUADELOUPE



 

 

 

Interview de S.Rise, Voice of Gwada 
Redaction NOFI - 02 juillet 2018 

 

Par Pascal Archimède. D’origine guadeloupéenne, S.Rise évolue sur la scène 
Reggae-Dancehall londonienne depuis une dizaine d’années. Connu pour avoir posé 
sur une compilation avec des artistes comme Capleton, Sizzla, Lutan faya ou encore 
Franckie Paul, il a récemment fait la première partie de Kalash lors de son passage 
dans la capitale britannique. Entretien avec un artiste aux multiples facettes. 

Read More
https://www.no�.media/2018/07/interview-de-s-rise-voice-of-gwada/55825
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